
Level 3

Unit 1 Page 1 Date: ________Name: _______________

Edit the sentences: 

Circle the nouns:

bird

telephone

angry

run

yellow

pool

suit

walk

chat

exercise

bumpy

surprised

1.the dog is runing in the bakeyard

2.my freind is realy funnie

3.i luv to ride in that cariage

4.we want 2 get burgurs for lunck

5. my mom alwaies drinks cofe in the mourning

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

house

frog

yell

cup



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 2 Date: ________Name: _______________

Answer the questions:

Write an antonym for each picture:

1.Write 3 nouns.

2.What does a verb tell us?

3.Write 4 adjectives.

4.Run, jump, talk, and yell are all what?

5.What is a noun?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 3 Date: ________Name: _______________

7. What is the antonym of sad?

8. What is the antonym of empty?

9. What is the antonym of out?

Circle the correct answer:

Color the nouns yellow. Color the verbs blue. Color the adjectives purple:  

run

bridge

gift

chips

whisper

smooth

sit

big

dog

hot

wet

fastcarry
clean

sad

eat

gross

happy

sleep



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 4 Date: ________Name: _______________

Sort the parts of speech:

Noun Verb Adjective

look 
sad 
disappointed 
elephant 
chair

mountain 
tired 
pink 
run 
baby

windy 
lake 
think 
eat 
bake

pillow 
fire 
dirty 
white 
type

wait

Write a synonym for each word: 

rock ____________

sad ____________

tiny ____________

big ____________

buddy ____________

hungry ____________

infant ____________

mom ____________

home ____________

frustrated ____________

glad ____________

present ____________



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 5 Date: ________Name: _______________

Fix the sentences:

1. We wil take the trane into the citie to by more presints 

________________________________________________

2. she verie sad and verie disapointed 

________________________________________________

3. that scaruie huge black dog

________________________________________________

Write 6 verbs:

Read the sentence. Circle the verbs with yellow, circle the nouns with red, and circle the 
adjectives with pink:

1. The boy feels angry and sad. 
2. I made a delicious smoothie for breakfast.  
3. The cat drank milk out of the yellow, small bowl. 
4. The big clouds blew away and the pretty sun is shining. 
5. She cleaned the house and it looks great. 
6. The kids are sitting by the hot fire. 
7. The boys are watching the big tv. 
8. My friend brought her purple lunchbox.  
9. Horses and cows live in the big, red farmhouse. 
10. Don’t wake the tiny baby!

Write 10 adjectives:



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 6 Date: ________Name: _______________
Put each set of words under synonyms or antonyms:

Synonyms Antonyms

hot/cold

tired/exhausted

tiny/small

angry/mad

smooth/bumpy

smile/frown

friend/buddy

baby/infant

in/out

wet/dry

gift/present

front/back

Write 5 sentence following all of the sentence rules: 

• ________________________________________________________________

• ________________________________________________________________

• ________________________________________________________________

• ________________________________________________________________

• ________________________________________________________________



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 7 Date: ________Name: _______________

Sort the types of nouns:

Person Place Thing

baby 
pencil 
park 
apple 

cheerleader 
zoo 
McDonalds 
remote 

mom 
boy 
rug 
school 

teacher 
mug 
home 
train 

doctor 
pool 

List 5 pairs of synonyms: List 5 pairs of antonyms:

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 8 Date: ________Name: _______________

Synonym Antonym
hard

small

rich

cold 

mean

pretty

Write a synonym and an antonym for each word: 

Fix the sentences:

1. We wil take the trane into the citie to by more presints 

________________________________________________

2. she verie sad and verie disapointed 

________________________________________________

3. that scaruie huge black dog

________________________________________________

Write 6 adjectives:

Circle the verbs:

up 
lick 
twist

yummy 
listen 
kitchen 

vanilla 
straw 
open 

fly 
shoes 
window 

dirty 
bark 
stretch 



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 9 Date: ________Name: _______________

grin ____________

funny ____________

garbage ____________

hot ____________

Name a synonym for each word:

toss ____________

cold ____________

mean ____________

delicious ____________

mom ____________

house ____________

huge ____________

buddy ____________

front ____________

soft ____________

loud ____________

early ____________

Name an antonym for each word:

wet ____________

clean ____________

black ____________

above ____________

win ____________

summer ____________

in ____________

never ____________

Sort the adjectives by type: 

Color Size Shape

yellow 
round 
small

large 
purple 
pink

oval 
square 
huge

straight 
brown 
little

grey 
circular 
medium



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 10 Date: ________Name: _______________

Draw a picture of the types of nouns:

pe
op

le
pl

ac
es

th
ing

s

Color the synonyms green and the antonyms yellow: 

white and 
black hot and cold little and tiny day and 

night
angry and 

mad

in and out up and down stone and 
rock

sun and 
moon

friend and 
buddy

dad and 
father city and town full and 

empty come and go tired and 
exhausted

huge and 
tiny

bunny and 
rabbit

garbage and 
trash

street and 
road

near and 
close

left and right hungry and 
starving

hard and 
easy ill and sick clean and 

dirty



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 11 Date: ________Name: _______________

Read each sentence and decide which synonym can replace the underlined word: 

1. I picked up the huge rock. __________________ 

2. My mom is really angry with us. __________________ 

3. I saw you smile, so I know you feel happy. ______________ 

4. Don’t shout at me! __________________ 

5. We would like to talk to our friends now. _______________ 

6. That answer is false. __________________ 

7. The girl sat on the sofa and watched tv. _______________ 

8. That monster in the movie is evil. __________________ 

9. I spilled juice on the carpet. __________________ 

10. Turn on the next street.  __________________

yell 
rug 
untrue

couch 
stone 
grin

bad 
road 
huge

speak 
mad

Circle the verb in each sentence:

My dad grilled burgers and hot dogs for dinner. 

My cell phone rang loudly in class. 

Fill your cup up with water. 

I want to buy more pizza and soda. 

She likes to swim at the beach in the summer.  

The green snake slithered into its hole. 

When I wake up, I brush my teeth.

Write 15 adjectives: 



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 12 Date: ________Name: _______________

Circle the nouns. Underline the verbs. Put a square around the adjectives:

blue

ordinary

outside

carry

office

bedroom

lotion

baby

rub

dance

boxes

scratch

count

white

beautiful

read

Circle the two words in each sentence that are antonyms:

1. My mom is happy but I am sad.  

2. I put the little box on top of that big, green box. 

3. You are being loud, and you should be quiet.  

4. My clothes got all wet and I wish they were dry! 

5. My grandma is old and I am young. 

6. I thought the test would be easy but it was hard. 

7. Is your house near or far from the school? 

8. First, we were going fast, and now we are going slow.  

9. Turning off the water is better than leaving it on. 

10. I like summer better than winter. 

Write 12 nouns:



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 13 Date: ________Name: _______________

Write a synonym for each word:

over ____________

exit ____________

rest ____________

funny ____________

smart ____________

shut ____________

shop ____________

see ____________

leap ____________

chef ____________

toss ____________

evil ____________

noun verb adjective

starts with b

starts with h

starts with l

starts with r

starts with f

starts with s

starts with p

starts with w

starts with m

Complete the chart:



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 14 Date: ________Name: _______________

Color the nouns yellow. Color the verbs blue. Color the adjectives purple:  

hot

yell

cold

carpet

kitchen
fast

listen

pen

hold

brush

grab

slow
red

bird

talk

sit

grass

low
library

Write 5 sentence following all of the sentence rules: 

• ________________________________________________________________

• ________________________________________________________________

• ________________________________________________________________

• ________________________________________________________________

• ________________________________________________________________

Write 10 nouns: 



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 15 Date: ________Name: _______________

Write 7 pairs of synonyms: Write 7 pairs of antonyms:

Edit the sentences: 

1.the kides are talkng two loud in librarie

2.let’s tak the dogg for a walke

3.racons scar me

4.the most beautful and masive beache

5.  all of a suden, she droped the 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 16 Date: ________Name: _______________
Match the synonyms:

present 

ill 

trash 

see 

bucket 

crash 

cook 

taxi 

tired 

clever 

pull

sick 

accident 

pail 

garbage 

cab 

smart 

tug 

sleepy 

chef 

look 

gift
Match the antonyms:

come 

long 

give 

all 

top 

best 

laugh 

wrong 

early 

win 

king

none 

bottom 

late 

queen 

go 

take 

worst 

cry 

short 

right 

lose

Write 10 words that describe something:

Write 10 words that tell something you do:



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 17 Date: ________Name: _______________

Read the sentence. Circle the verbs with green, circle the nouns with purple, and circle the 
adjectives with grey:

1. She unlocked the huge chest. 
2. My pizza tasted delicious.  
3. The table is covered with papers and red pens. 
4. My mom made us little sandwiches for lunch. 
5. The lady waited in the long line. 
6. The doctor said we should take vitamins to stay healthy. 
7. Our friend got into a bad car accident. 
8. I won’t swim in that cold lake. 
9. Bring sunglasses when it’s sunny outside. 
10. The red car is driving fast. 

Write 5 sentence following all of the sentence rules: 

1. ________________________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________________________

5. ________________________________________________________________

Write 8 sets of synonyms:



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 18 Date: ________Name: _______________

Edit the sentences. 

1.we droped crayens on the flor

2. the wether is very hott 2day

3.don’t crie so muche

4. That hugge beautiful hourse

5. the boyes got in a big fite

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Color the synonyms grey and the antonyms pink: 

rich and poor listen and 
hear

shop and 
store raise and lift sniff and 

smell

above and 
over first and last in and out under and 

over high and low

small and 
tiny

exit and 
leave

shack and 
hut

true and 
false

fast and 
quick

for and 
against

woman and 
lady

hello and 
good-bye

work and 
play jog and run

sack and 
bag

laugh and 
cry hat and cap pull and tug yes and no
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Synonym Anontym
boy

hot

wrong

happy

loud

laugh

Write a synonym and an antonym for each word:

Sort the words:

Verb Adjective Noun

phone 
pink 
puppy 
pay 

bank 
bug 
bumpy 
big 

mom 
mix 
medal 
middle 

car 
careful 
cave 
cry 

dig 
dumb 
dance 
dice 



Level 3

Unit 1 Page 20 Date: ________Name: _______________

Put each set of words under synonyms or antonyms:

Synonyms Antonyms

above/over

all/none

evil/bad

dirty/clean

garbage/trash

best/worst

friend/buddy

city/country

strange/odd

bucket/pail

give/take

boy/girl

Write 5 sentence following all of the sentence rules:

1. ________________________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________________________

5. ________________________________________________________________



Level 3

Unit 2 Page 1 Date: ________Name: _______________

Draw a picture for each meaning of each homonym:

wave bark

bat pen

Sort words into the two groups:

Adverb Not Adverbs

slowly 
hard 
fast 
quickly

loudly 
pink 
slow 
bumpy

gladly 
nicely 
mean 
frustrated

angrily 
quiet 
suddenly 
dark

pretty 
lazily 
nice 
happy



Level 3

Unit 2 Page 2 Date: ________Name: _______________

Many adverbs are formed by adding -ly to the end of an adjective. 
Write the word that completes each sentence by adding -ly to the end: 

bad 
silent

quick 
soft

slow 
smooth

polite 
quiet

glad 
loud

1. We entered the library __________. 

2. The tiger ran __________ through the jungle. 
3. I behaved __________ and got in trouble. 

4. You should ask __________ if you want more.  

5. The turtle crawled __________. 
6. I smiled __________ when I won the race. 

7. I yelled __________ to my friends. 

8. The dolphin jumped __________ into the ocean. 

9. We waited in line __________ without talking.  

10. I put the baby __________ in bed.

dog ____________

friend ____________

apple ____________

table ____________

box ____________

Write the plural for each word by adding -s, -es, or -ies:

church ____________

park ____________

lunch ____________

cherry ____________

finger ____________

door ____________

puppy ____________

gate ____________

rug ____________

baby ____________



Level 3

Unit 2 Page 3 Date: ________Name: _______________

Write a sentence for each meaning of each homonym: 

1. safe 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

2. mouse 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

3. park 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________

Look at each picture. Decide if you should add -s or -es. Circle the correct spelling: 

dishs 
dishes

apples 
applees

backpackes 
backpacks

boxs 
boxes

cupcakees 
cupcakes

books 
bookes

buttons 
buttones

beaches 
beachs



Level 3

Unit 2 Page 4 Date: ________Name: _______________

Adverbs answer the question how. For each sentence answer how: 

1. The girl danced gracefully. 

2. He frightfully entered the haunted house. 

3. The boys calmly walked into the principal’s office. 

4. They gently petted the cat. 

5. She honestly answered the question. 

6. He angrily threw the ball. 

7. The girl joyfully jumped up and down. 

8. They curiously opened the box. 

9. He accidentally dropped his juice. 

10. She immediately rang the doorbell.

How did she dance? ________________________ 

How did he enter the house? ________________________ 

How did they walk? ________________________ 

How did they pet the cat? ________________________ 

How did she answer the question? _____________________ 

How did he throw the ball? ________________________ 

How did the girl jump? ________________________ 

How did they open the box? ________________________ 

How did he drop the juice? ________________________ 

How did she ring the doorbell? ________________________

Write 8 words that are homonyms: 



Level 3

Unit 2 Page 5 Date: ________Name: _______________

Look at the picture in the box. Circle the homonym pair:

Write 15 adverbs:



Level 3

Unit 2 Page 6 Date: ________Name: _______________

Decide if each picture is singular or plural and circle the correct word:

tree 
trees

pencil 
pencils

sock 
socks

flower 
flowers

shoe 
shoes

quarter 
quarters

wagon 
wagons

tiger 
tigers

turtle 
turtles

Write the other definition of each homonym: 

quarter one fourth of something

kind at type of

play a drama acted on a 
stage

watch timepiece on your wrist

bark growl



Level 3

Unit 2 Page 7 Date: ________Name: _______________

Match the homonym to the set of definitions:

ball 

can 

trip 

bill 

yard 

to be able to/metal container 

to fall down/a journey 

grassy area by a house/measurement 

money/send a note for payment 

party or dance/round item for sports 

Sort words by singular or plural:

Singular Plural

box 
table 
foxes 
candle

cherries 
dishes 
kitchen 
cups 

remotes 
pillows 
shoe 
computer 

babies 
lunches 
ball 
notebook 

phone 
door 
cats 
zebras 



Level 3

Unit 2 Page 8 Date: ________Name: _______________

Write a sentence for each meaning of each homonym:

1. bear 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

2. can 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

3. calf 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________

library librarys libraryes libraries

peach peaches peachs peachees

girl girles girls girlies

owl owles owlies owls

pony ponies ponys ponyes

wish wishs wishes wishies

coat coats coates coaties

dress dresss dresses dressies

Circle the correct plural spelling for each word:



Level 3
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Circle the adverbs:

up 
calmly 
twist

yummy 
listen 
honestly 

happily 
bravely 
open 

fly 
briskly  
joyfully 

hastily  
bark 
innocently 

Turn these words into plurals:

dragonfly __________________

cherry __________________

baby __________________

puppy __________________

Write a sentence for each meaning of each homonym: 

1. stamp 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

2. trip 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

3. story 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________



Level 3

Unit 2 Page 10 Date: ________Name: _______________

Write a sentence with each adverb:

1. slowly: 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

2. dangerously: 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

3. silently: 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

4. angrily:  

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

5. gladly: 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________

Make the words plural:

box ____________

bench ____________

story ____________

house ____________

mug ____________

dress ____________

computer ____________

fairy ____________

picture ____________



Level 3
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Match the homonym to the set of definitions:

trunk 

wave 

duck 

bowl 

calf 

moving a hand to say hi/water moving 

a round dish/a stadium 

a young animal/lower part of the leg 

stem of a tree/back part of a car 

a waterbird/to bend down 

Make these adjectives into an adverb by adding -ly: 

true ____________

playful ____________

bitter ____________

elegant ____________

graceful ____________

bold ____________

daring ____________

clear ____________

sure ____________

dangerous ____________

careless ____________

endless ____________

Write 3 sentences using one adverb in each sentence: 

1. ________________________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________________________



Level 3

Unit 2 Page 12 Date: ________Name: _______________

Draw a picture for each meaning of each homonym:

fire hand

jam rose

pony ____________

fox ____________

buzz ____________

kitty ____________

baby ____________

Write the plural for each word by adding -s, -es, or -ies:

candy ____________

peach ____________

shoe ____________

house ____________

plane ____________

store ____________

pizza ____________

bottle ____________

slipper ____________

fire ____________

Write 10 adverbs:



Level 3

Unit 2 Page 13 Date: ________Name: _______________

Write a sentence for each meaning of each homonym:

1. date 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

2. duck 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

3. fly 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________

Write the correct plural for each word:

______________ ______________

______________ ______________

______________ ______________

______________ ______________



Level 3

Unit 2 Page 14 Date: ________Name: _______________

Look at each picture. Decide if you should add -s, -es, or -ies. Circle the correct spelling: 

glasss 
glasses

cherryes 
cherries

presents 
presentes

foxies 
foxes

kites 
kities

hats 
haties

List 5 pairs of synonyms: List 5 pairs of antonyms:

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

Write 5 adverbs: Write 3 adjectives:



Level 3

Unit 2 Page 15 Date: ________Name: _______________

Write 10 adverbs:

Write 5 sentences following all of the sentence rules: 

• ________________________________________________________________

• ________________________________________________________________

• ________________________________________________________________

• ________________________________________________________________

• ________________________________________________________________

Read the sentences. Circle the verbs with yellow, circle the nouns with red, circle the adjectives 
with pink, and circle the adverbs with green:

1. The boy feels angry and sad. 
2. I quickly made a delicious smoothie for breakfast.  
3. The cat slowly drank milk out of the small bowl. 
4. My mom innocently ate two delicious cookies. 
5. She hurriedly cleaned the big house. 
6. The delicious juice immediately spilled on the floor. 
7. The boys politely asked the mean teacher for a pencil. 
8. My friend quietly sat in the new library. 
9. Wild animals bravely ran in the huge jungle.  
10. The little kids behaved badly at the zoo. 



Level 3
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Circle the adverbs:

angry 
coldly 
sharply

peaceful 
aimlessly 
surely 

soft 
enter 
yellow 

dark 
boldly  
fearlessly 

carefully  
lie 
garbage 

boss bosss bosses bossies

bush bush bushes bushees

class classes classs classies

city citys cities cityes

berry berries berryes berrys

inch inchies inchs inches

bunny bunnys bunnyes bunnies

story storyies storyes stories

Circle the correct plural spelling for each word:

Write 3 sentences using adverbs: 

• ________________________________________________________________

• ________________________________________________________________

• ________________________________________________________________
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Draw a picture for each meaning of each homonym:

box bow

pitcher sink

Edit the sentences: 

1.we ate cherrys four lunch yesturday

2. the girls are ridingg ponyes 

3.the tigur walks slowlly in the cage

4.my dad alweys cookes dinur two late

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
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Make these adjectives into an adverb by adding -ly: 

awkward ____________

clever ____________

cruel ____________

mild ____________

smooth ____________

cool ____________

simple ____________

joyful ____________

last ____________

sweet ____________

soft ____________

delicate ____________

Sort the words:

Verb Adjective Noun

phone 
pink 
puppy 
pay 

bank 
bug 
bumpy 
big 

mom 
mix 
medal 
middle 

car 
careful 
cave 
cry 

dig 
dumb 
dance 
dice 

Write 10 words that are plural:
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Fill in the sentence with an adverb: 

1. She __________ answered the questions. 

2. We worked __________ on the project. 
3. The kids ran __________ to the park. 
4. The bird will fly __________ in the sky.  
5. I never wanted to go there __________. 
6. My dad cooked __________ for our family. 

7. He entered __________ into the new school. 

8. My cat slept __________ on the porch. 

9. The horse galloped __________ through the field.  

10. Your friends talked __________ in school.

Match the synonyms:

ill 

trash 

see 

bucket 

crash 

cook 

taxi 

tired 

clever 

pull

sick 

accident 

pail 

garbage 

cab 

smart 

tug 

sleepy 

chef 

look 

List two of each:

noun 

verb 

adjective 

adverb 
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Write a sentence for each meaning of each homonym: 

1. seal 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

2. trunk 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

3. wave 

_______________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________

Put each set of words under synonyms or antonyms:

Synonyms Antonyms

above/over

all/none

dirty/clean

garbage/trash

friend/buddy

city/country

bucket/pail

give/take


